July, 6, 2019

15th Provincial Chapter
The Delegates of the 15th Provincial
Chapter send greetings to the Sisters
of the American Province.

Chapter Highlights
We, the Delegates of the 15th Provincial
Chapter, are happy to share some highlights
of these last few days together. Everyone
has been hard at work, engaging in
conversation and discernment on a variety
of topics. Committees have shared the fruits
of their work and planning for our future
continues to take shape.

“It’s a great grace
to have been called
to Religious Life,
therefore work for
His glory and try
hard to achieve
sanctity.”
St. Alfonso Maria Fusco

Sister Rosaria Di Iorio
As a Chapter Body, we have been blessed with the
presence of Sr. Rosaria Di Iorio, General Superior.
Her sharing and input have been invaluable to all
of us!
On the first day of Chapter, Sr. Rosaria reflected on
the Chapter theme, “Choose Life,” as she told us: “If
we are truly attentive to the Holy Spirit we will have
the courage and the freedom to make a new choice.
It will be God who leads us in new ways.” She
recognized the difficulties that are inevitable, but
encouraged all of us to face those difficulties as St.
Alfonso Maria Fusco and the early Sisters had done.
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Moments of Prayer

Moments of Insight

Moments of Fun

Not a day goes by without
taking time for prayer –
morning, noon and
evening! Included in our
prayers are always the
Congregation, with special
gratitude for the support
and prayers of our Sisters
of the American Province.

Over the course of these
days, we have reviewed
47 proposals – some old
and some revised. Be
assured, Sisters, that we
have never wavered in
our concern for the good
of all of you or our
appreciation for all YOU
did in preparation for this
Chapter. Your work made
our work easier!

We also took some time
simply to enjoy each
other. We celebrated
community, friendship –
and our nation’s
Independence Day!
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